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Abstract. In order to meet the needs of natural language shallow parsing for Persian, this paper 

analyzes the boundary rules of Persian sentences and puts forward an effective algorithm and program 

of extracting Persian simple sentences by repeated experiments on the basis of Uppsala Persian Corpus. 

This algorithm, which can reduce the difficulty of parsing, is of vital importance to information 

retrieval, machine translation, phrase recognition, the construction of network answering system, etc. 

Besides, the obtained simple sentences can also be useful resources for Persian linguistic studies. 

Introduction 

One of the natural language shallow parsing tasks is resolving compound sentences into simple ones, 

which can lower the difficulty of parsing significantly through simplifying sentence structures. 

Nowadays, some achievements have been made in the aspect of Persian part-of-speech tagging and 

there are not only part-of-speech tagging systems of high accuracy, but well-known Persian corpora 

like Bijankhan Corpus [1] and Uppsala Persian Corpus (hereinafter “UPC”) [2] have been constructed 

as well. According to the corpora, there are a lot of complex sentences in Persian texts. If the complex 

sentences can be divided into simple sentences, it is of great significance to both improving processing 

efficiency and deepening the research on Persian corpora. Therefore, this paper explores 

characteristics of Persian complex sentences and designs a system of extracting Persian simple 

sentences on the basis of UPC. 

Related Work 

Because of the significance of recognizing simple sentences automatically, a lot of researchers at home 

and abroad have undertaken studies on this aspect. For example, some researchers have discussed the 

end forms of the Uyghur sentences and realized automatic identification of Uyghur simple sentences 

by means of the corpus [3]. Some other researchers consider that the clause is the basic unit of Chinese 

discourses and have implemented a comma-based system of identifying clauses via tagged corpus [4]. 

Another two scholars have undertaken some studies on topic detection of punctuation sentences by 

means of the generalized topic theory in order to improve the accuracy of information extraction and 

machine translation [5]. Still another three think that processing complex sentences correctly in 

English-Chinese machine translation depends on whether the clauses can be identified and have put 

forward the detection method of English clauses based on maximum entropy principle [6]. Also, 

another detection method of English clauses has been discussed in [7] and improvement proposals of 

adding linguistic rules to the model and modifying smoothing algorithm have been made in the 

conclusion. [8] has discussed a memory-based method of extracting English clauses, which needs the 

part-of-speech tags of the words and a base chunk structure of the sentence.  

To sum up, simple sentence identification is of great importance in natural language processing and 

the study of linguistics. 

Uppsala Persian Corpus 

UPC is the improved version of Bijankhan Corpus. Bijankhan Corpus was released in 2004, which is 

the first large-scale manually annotated corpus. Its contents are from online novels and newspapers, etc 
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and have the features of various themes and rich topics. All the words in Bijankhan Corpus are tagged, 

which contains about 2.6 million tokens. However, as it was constructed not for natural language 

processing, many features make it not suitable for automatic processing. For example, there exist the 

problems of lacking sentence segmentation and uneven normalization. Besides, Persian and Arabic 

letters are mixed together and texts have a mixture of different types of character sets. Therefore, 

Mojgan Seraji improved Bijankhan Corpus and named the new version UPC. There are two 

improvements in UPC. For one thing, the tagset of Bijankhan Corpus has been modified via removing, 

adding and merging categories. For another, mistakes and inconsistencies in the annotation have been 

corrected. UPC is available at [9]. A screenshot of UPC and its tagset are shown in Fig. 1  and Fig. 2, 

 

 

Figure 1.  A screenshot of UPC 

 

Figure 2.  The tagset of UPC 

An Algorithm of Extracting Persian Simple Sentences Based on Grammar Rules 

According to the Persian grammar, sentences with two or more predicate verbs are called complex 

sentences, which occupy an important position in Persian expressions. According to the different 

relationship between clauses, complex sentences can be divided into compound complex sentences 

and main-subordinate complex sentences. This paper develops the following steps of extracting simple 

sentences based on the idea of filtering: 

First, punctuation marks are applied to make a rough split of complex sentences. In UPC, all the 

punctuation marks are annotated with “<DELM>”. It can be found by traversing the corpus that 

clauses are joined mainly by comma, colon and semicolon, which appear as “،”, “:” and “؛” in Persian. 
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Through traversing the corpus, I extract every clause joined by comma together with a verb, colon and 

semicolon and save them as a single line respectively. 

Second, lines with no verb are deleted and lines with only one verb are saved as the target simple 

sentences. The rest are further processed. 

Persian modal verbs like “ یستيبا (should)”, “ یستيضا (may)” have gradually been turned into adverbs, 

which are represented in forms of verbs’ not changing with the subject [10]. The usual forms of 

“ یستيبا (should)” and “ یستيضا (may)” are “ یذضا”, “یذبا”, “یستیبا”, “یستبا یه”, “یستبا ”. Furthermore, when 

 are used to make an impersonal sentence, their forms also don’t vary ”(can)ضذى“ and ”(can)تىاًستي“

with the subject and they have only three forms “ بتىاى”, “یتىاىه ” and “ یطىده ”. In the corpus, all the words 

mentioned above are annotated as “<V_AUX>”, which means auxiliary verb. Actually, they function 

as adverbs. Therefore, verbs with “<V_AUX>” are not regarded as a verb. Moreover, two verbs are 

often joined together in Persian and the form in the corpus is “word<V_？> word<V_？>”. As they 

function as predicate verbs together, two verbs which are next to each other are regarded as one verb. 

As for “و<CON>(and)”, “یا<CON>(or)” and other conjunctions, if they join two or more verbs, all of 

them are regarded as one verb. 

Third, in this step, a decision should be made which should be processed first, compound complex 

sentences or main-subordinate complex sentences. The following three examples are used to make an 

illustration. 

 یه یلاز آًها تحص یذبا یگرد یرود و هوکلاسها یورزش ه یذاىکىضا ست که هر روز صبح به ه یهن پسر یسو پرو (1)...

 ....ٌٌذک

…and Parviz is also a diligent boy, who goes to the playground early in the morning every day and 

the other classmates should learn from him… 

 زًذ خىاًذى و ًىضتي آهىخت؟ یضٌىد و ًه حرف ه یکه ًه ه یتىاى به کىدک یچگىًه ه(2)

How can we teach the children who are deaf and dumb to read and write? 

 .الحقىق باضٌذ یهتساو یذبسرگ و کىچک باضٌذ، با یٌکههوه کطىرها اعن از ا(3)

All countries, big or small, should be equal. 

In Example (1), there is a subordinate clause in a compound complex sentence. “و” is a coordinate 

conjunction, which is the equal of “and” in English. “که” is the relative pronoun of the attributive clause, 

which is the equal of “that”. If the coordinate conjunction “و” is processed first and I extract 

compositions until “است”, the clause led by “که” will be separated and the pattern “noun+verb+clause” 

cannot be found. In Example (2), there is a coordinate clause in a main-subordinate complex sentence. 

If the clause led by “که” is extracted first, the verb pattern won’t be broken in spite of separating the 

coordinate clauses from each other. Also, the usage of the conjunction “و” is very common in Example 

(3). If “و” is processed first, the original structure of the sentence will be broken. Therefore, 

main-subordinate complex sentences in the corpus should be processed first. 

In Persian, main-subordinate complex sentences fall roughly into three categories: noun clauses, 

adjectival clauses and adverbial clauses. Noun clauses contain subject clauses, object clauses, 

appositive clauses and predicative clauses. Subject clauses can be divided into preposition subject 

clauses and post subject clauses according to different positions of the clause, as are shown in Example 

(4) and Example (5). As Persian belongs to the type of SOV, the verb is preceded by the object. 

However, there are two situations about the position of object clauses, which can be located either 

before the verb or after the verb, as are shown in Example (6) and Example (7). Predicative clauses 

usually come after link verbs, as is shown in Example (8). Adjectival clauses refer to attributive 

clauses, which are similar to appositive clauses. The difference is that the relative pronoun of 

attributive clauses is used as a sentence element and the relative pronoun of appositive clauses not. The 

position of adverbial clauses is very flexible, which can be placed in the initial, medial and end 

position.  

 .یستدرخطذ طلا ً یهر چه ه(4)

All is not gold that glitters. 

 .گردد یکه ساعت چٌذ بر ه یستهعلىم ً(5)

It is not clear when he will be back. 
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 .ینباهن صحبت کٌ ینکٌ یه یلچه را که تحصآً یذها با(6)

We should discuss together what we learn. 

 ضىد؟ یچه هىقع ضروع ه یباز یيکه ا یذداً یه(7)

Do you know when this game will start? 

 .کٌن یکلوات را حفظ ه یياست که ا یيکار برًاهه اهطبن ا یيًخست(8)

My first study plan this evening is remembering all the words. 

In Example (4), “ درخطذ یهر چه ه (that glitters)” is the subject clause, which is in the initial position 

and belongs to preposition subject clauses. The relative pronouns are usually “آًچه که“ ,”آًچه“ ,”هر چه”, 

“ ,”هر که“ ,”هر کس“ ,”آًکه“ ,”هر چه که“ یٌکها ”. Example (6) belongs to the situation that the object clause 

comes before the verb and its relative pronouns share the same ones above. Example (5) and Example 

(7) stand for post subject clauses and post object clauses, which share the same complementizer “که” 

with appositive clauses, predicative clauses and attributive clauses. “where”, “when”, etc in English 

can be used as relative adverbs and “چه هىقع” in Example (7) is the equal of “when” in English, which 

is not the relative adverb and its position is usually medial. In order to keep as many original sentence 

elements as possible, take the clause led by “که” for example, sentence elements from “که” to the first 

verb behind “که” are extracted as a simple sentence and if there is still a verb in the rest of the original 

sentence, “<C>” is added in the missing position, which represents that a clause can be added here. 

This method can be named Boundary Word Interception. If the relative pronoun “که” is omitted, the 

sentence should be disconnected from behind the verb. This method can be named Verbal 

Disconnection. Here, words like “که” are named the boundary words, which need to contain the part-of 

speech tagging information, because sometimes a word has different parts of speech. For instance, 

 CON>” should be used to extract>تا“ .P>” is a preposition>تا“ CON>” is a complementizer, while>تا“

simple sentences instead of “تا<P>”. Moreover, there are two tagging forms about the multi-word 

boundary word in the corpus. For example, “ یٌکها از قبل <CON>” and “ یصپ <ADV_TIME> از<P> 

 CON>” both appear in the corpus. In order to identify all the boundary words, a>که <PRO>آى

corpus-based statistical recognition method is first applied and the result of recognition is shown in Fig. 

3  and the three parameters behind the phrases are phrase frequency, phrase probability and the 

minimum value of number of different words in either the left or the right neighboring place of the 

possible phrase. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Corpus-based statistical recognition of phrases 

The statistically based approach above overcomes the subjective shortcomings and all the boundary 

words in the corpus are listed after manual verification. Because there are many phrases in the 

boundary words, whole word matching can’t be applied in the process of identification. However, 

some boundary words are part of other boundary words. For example, “و  CON>”can serve as a>ک

boundary word alone, but it is also a part of many other boundary words. Therefore, in order to find all 

the boundary words, the boundary words need to be sorted first and the sort result is shown in Fig. 4, 
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Figure 4.  Boundary words and their sequence 

After finishing processing the sentences containing boundary words, the rest containing two or more 

verbs can be divided into two groups: main-subordinate complex sentences with complementizers 

omitted and compound complex sentences. As the relationships between the clauses of compound 

complex sentences are equal and “<C>” is not needed, the method of Verbal Disconnection should be 

used to process compound complex sentences. As for compound complex sentences, the coordinate 

conjunctions should be identified first via the statistically based approach and manually verification. 

The result is as follows. 

و .1 قطن کو…<CON>ف ل و，<CON>ب نيان کو …<ADV>ت ل ，<CON>ىم…<CON>ىم，<CON>ب

ا ا…<CON>ی و，<CON>چو…<CON>چو，<CON>ی و…<CON>ن  <CON>خٌاه…<CON>خٌاه，<CON>ن

کنل .2 ا，<CON>，ً<CON>ی ی，<CON>اما，<CON>ی لا，<CON>ًل لرا，<CON>ًا ，<CON>ف

تيی ن تيا，<CON>م ن و，<CON>م سن کمع，<CON>ًگ کن，<CON>ذل از ，<CON>ل ，<CON>یب

یک يرا，<CON>ل صفمع，<CON>ل ٌ و，<CON>ال دز，<CON>ًزن ان کوب，<CON>ک س <CON>，ىس

نو کن，<CON>آی ی  <CON>ام ا，<CON>，ً<CON>ًل

When a conjunction introduces a compound complex sentence, the word before it is always a verb. 

For the other sentences, if there is a conjunction together with a verb, the sentence is a compound 

complex sentence and the method of Verbal Disconnection will be used. The rest containing two or 

more verbs belong to the main-subordinate complex sentences with complementizers omitted. So, 

“<C>” will be added when the method of Verbal Disconnection is used to process the sentences. 

Design of the System of Extracting Persian Simple Sentences  

In this step, the C# language is applied to implement the above algorithm and the number of the simple 

sentences obtained is 214881, as is shown in Fig. 5, 

 

Figure 5.  Simple sentences obtained automatically 
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Conclusion 

This paper aims at keeping as many original sentence elements as possible for the extracted simple 

sentences. The pattern “verb+clause” is very common in Persian, so this paper adds “<C>” in an 

attempt to mark the clause position. Although the method Verbal Disconnection can process most 

Persian complex sentences, yet it can’t distinguish main-subordinate complex sentences and 

compound complex sentences. However, as the clauses of compound complex sentences have an 

equal position, “<C>” is not needed. According to the method Verbal Disconnection, as long as there 

is a coordinate conjunction in a sentence, the sentence should be disconnected from behind the verb 

without “<C>” and thus the position of the clause can’t be determined. Therefore, Verbal 

Disconnection is not suitable for multi-complex sentences, which contain both main-subordinate 

complex sentences and compound complex sentences. In the actual text, multi-complex sentences are 

very common. Therefore, the method of Boundary Word Interception is also proposed for processing 

the main-subordinate complex sentences. 

The sequence among the steps of the algorithm of extracting Persian simple sentences above is 

determined through repeated experiments and on the basis of Persian grammar rules. Therefore, almost 

all the complex sentences in UPC have been processed with one exception that the complementizer of 

main-subordinate complex sentences is omitted and coordinate conjunctions exist in very few 

multi-complex sentences. This leads to the loss of “<C>” after the verb. As for UPC, this is a rare case 

and the correction is done manually, but if the algorithm in this paper is applied to process other 

Persian corpora and the case above is not rare, the approach of counting occurrence frequency can be 

used to correct the rare pattern of a verb. 

To sum up, good experimental results have proved the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in 

this paper. As all the simple sentences are obtained from the authentic corpus, they can also be 

important resources for Persian linguistic research. 
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